Cell search is the process for a user to detect its neighboring base stations (BSs) and make a cell selection decision. Due to the importance of beamforming in 5G cellular networks including both the millimeter wave and sub-6 GHz networks, there is a need for a better understanding of the directional cell search delay performance. A cellular network with fixed BS and user locations is considered, so as to take into account the strong temporal correlations that exist for the SINR experienced by each BS and user in this context. For Poisson cellular networks with Rayleigh fading channels, a closed-form expression for the spatially averaged mean cell search delay of all users is derived. This mean cell search delay for a noise-limited network is proved to be infinite whenever the non-line-of-sight path loss exponent is larger than two. For interference-limited networks, a phase transition for the mean cell search delay is shown to exist in terms of the number of BS beams M : the mean cell search delay is infinite when M is smaller than a threshold and finite otherwise. Beam-sweeping is also demonstrated to be effective in decreasing the cell search delay, especially for cell edge users.
In this paper, we leverage stochastic geometry [16] [17] [18] to develop an analytical framework for the directional cell search delay performance of a fixed cellular network, where the BS and user locations are fixed over a long period of time (e.g., more than several minutes). The analytical tools developed in this paper provide useful insights into practical fixed cellular networks such as fixed mmWave or massive MIMO broadband networks [7] , [19] , [20] , or mmWave backhauling networks [2] , [21] .
A. Related Work
Compared to the conventional omni-directional cell search, beam-sweeping is a useful method to improve cell search performance for 5G cellular networks including both mmWave networks and sub-6 GHz massive MIMO networks. Specifically, mmWave links generally require high directionality with large antenna gains to overcome the high isotropic path loss of mmWave propagation. As a result, in mmWave networks, applying beam-sweeping for cell search not only provides sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to create viable communications, but also facilitates beam alignment between the BS and users [11] [12] [13] , [22] [23] [24] . The directional cell search delay performance of mmWave systems was investigated in [12] , [22] , and [23] from a link level perspective, and in [13] and [24] from a system level perspective. In particular, [13] and [24] consider the user and mmWave BS locations are fixed within an initial access cycle, but independently reshuffled across cycles. This block coherent scenario is fundamentally different from that of a fixed network. For the massive MIMO system that operates in sub-6 GHz bands, the BS is found to achieve an effective power gain that scales with the number of antennas if the channel state information (CSI) is known [9] . However, since such an array gain is unavailable for cell search operations due to the lack of CSI, the new users may be unable to join the system using omnidirectional cell search [9] , [14] , [15] . In [15] , an open-loop beamforming protocol is proposed to exhaustively sweep through BS beams for cell search. This design has been implemented and verified on a sub-6 GHz massive MIMO prototype [15] , but the analytical directional cell search performance has not been investigated for fixed cellular networks from a system level perspective. In addition, a directional cell search protocol has also been adopted by the 3GPP 5G new radio (NR) [25] , which could operate in both sub-6 GHz bands and above 6 GHz bands (i.e., mmWave bands). Specifically, BSs sweep through a maximum of L beam directions to broadcast the synchronization signal 0090-6778 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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blocks (SSBs) [25] during cell search, with L = 8 for sub-6 GHz bands and L = 64 for above-6 GHz bands. Due its analytical tractability for cellular networks [16] [17] [18] , stochastic geometry is a natural candidate for analyzing the directional cell search delay in fixed cellular networks. In particular, stochastic geometry has already been widely used to investigate fixed Poisson network performance through the local delay metric [16] , [26] [27] [28] [29] , which characterizes the number of time slots needed for the SINR to exceed a certain SINR level. In [26] and [16] , the local delay for fixed ad hoc networks was found to be infinite under several standard scenarios such as Rayleigh fading with constant noise. A new phase transition was identified for the interference-limited case in terms of the mean local delay: the latter is finite when the ALOHA transmission probability is below a threshold, and infinite otherwise. The local delay for noise-limited and interference-limited fixed Poisson networks was also investigated in [27] [28] [29] , where it is shown that power control is an efficient method to ensure a finite mean local delay. In [30] , the mean local delay is found to be greatly decreased by employing MAC schemes such as frequencyhopping multiple access or ALOHA. These previous works mainly focused on omni-directional communications.
B. Contributions
In this work, we analyze the cell search delay in fixed cellular networks with a directional cell search protocol. We consider a time-division duplex (TDD) cellular system, where system time is divided into different initial access (IA) cycles. Each cycle starts with the cell search period, wherein BSs apply a synchronous beam-sweeping pattern to broadcast the synchronization signals. A mathematical framework is developed to derive the exact expression for the mean delay of the proposed directional cell search protocol, which quantifies the spatial average of the individual mean directional cell search delays perceived by all users. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
The mean number of initial access cycles required to succeed in the directional cell search is proved to be nonincreasing when the number of BS beams is multiplied by an integer factor m > 1. This observation holds true for any arbitrary BS location model and fading distribution.
An exact expression for the mean directional cell search delay is derived for Poisson point process (PPP) distributed BSs and Rayleigh fading channels. This expression is given by an infinite series. Based on this, the following observations with respect to the proposed directional cell search protocol are obtained:
• Under the noise limited scenario, which is suitable for mmWave cellular networks, we prove that as long as the path loss exponent for NLOS path is larger than 2, the mean cell search delay is infinite, irrespective of the BS transmit power and the BS beam number. • Under the interference limited scenario, which is suitable for 5G networks in sub-6 GHz bands (e.g., massive MIMO networks), there exists a phase transition for mean directional cell search delay in terms of the BS beam number M . Specifically, the mean cell directional search delay is infinite when M is smaller than a critical value and finite otherwise. This fact was never observed in the literature to the best of our knowledge. In addition, the mean cell search delay is monotonically nonincreasing in M . These observations demonstrate that the directional cell search protocol outperforms the conventional omni-directional cell search protocol in terms of the mean cell search delay. Directional cell search delay distribution is numerically evaluated. The conditional mean directional cell search delay of a typical user given its nearest BS distance is derived for PPP distributed BSs and Rayleigh fading channels. The distribution of this conditional mean directional cell search delay is also numerically evaluated. The cell search delay distribution is heavy-tailed. We also show that increasing the number of BS beams can significantly reduce the cell search delay of cell edge users for both noise-limited and interference-limited networks, which further illustrates the benefit of directional cell search over omni-directional cell search protocol.
Overall, this paper shows that, in fixed networks, the mean directional cell search delay could be very large due to the temporal correlations induced by common randomness. As a result, for fixed cellular networks, system parameters including the number of BS beams and/or BS intensity need to be carefully designed for reasonable cell search delay performance to be achieved.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In this work, we consider a cellular system that has carrier frequency f c and total system bandwidth B. The BS transmit power is denoted by P , and the total thermal noise power is denoted by W . In the rest of this section, we present the proposed directional cell search protocol, location models, propagation assumptions, and the performance metrics.
A. Directional Cell Search Protocol
We consider a TDD cellular system as shown in Fig. 1 , where system time is divided into different initial access cycles with period T , and where τ denotes the OFDM symbol period. Initial access refers to the procedures that establish an initial connection between a user and the cellular network. It consists of two main steps: cell search on the downlink and random access (RA) on the uplink. Specifically, by detecting the synchronization signals broadcasted by BSs during cell search, a user can determine the presence of its neighboring BSs and make the cell selection decision. Then the user can initiate the random access process to its desired serving BS by transmitting a RA preamble through the shared random access channel, and it is successfully connected to the network if the BS can decode the RA preamble without any collision. The main focus of this work is the cell search performance, while random access performance will be incorporated in our future work.
Each BS is equipped with a large dimensional antenna array to support directional communications. For analytical tractability, the actual antenna pattern is approximated by a sectorized beam pattern, where the antenna gain is constant within the main lobe. In addition, we assume a 0 side lobe gain for the BS. The accuracy of this ideal beamforming (BF) model will be validated in Section IV-D. Each BS supports analog BF with M possible BF vectors during the cell search phase, where the m-th (1 ≤ m ≤ M ) beamforming vector corresponds to the main-lobe with antenna gain M , and covers a sector area with angle [2π m−1 M , 2π m M ) [31] . Each user is assumed to have a single omni-directional antenna with unit antenna gain [15] , [32] .
In the cell search phase, each BS sweeps through M transmit beamforming directions to broadcast the synchronization signals, and each user is able to detect a BS with sufficiently small miss detection probability (such as 1%) if the signalto-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the synchronization signal from that BS exceeds Γ cs . All BSs transmit synchronously using the same beam direction during every symbol, and the cell search delay within each IA cycle is therefore T cs = M × τ . When every BS transmits using the m-th (1 ≤ m ≤ M ) BF direction, the typical user can only receive from the BSs located inside the "BS sector"
where:
There are M such non-overlapping BS sectors during cell search, with the j-th
The cell search is successful according to the following definition:
Definition 1: The cell search process is successful if at least one BS sector is detected, where a BS sector is detected during cell search if the typical user is able to detect the BS that provides the smallest path loss (i.e., the closest BS) inside this sector.
After successful cell search, the typical user selects the BS with the smallest path loss among all the detected BS sectors as its serving BS. Then the typical user can receive downlink control information and broadcast information from its serving BS through the discovered downlink beam. 1 Fig. 2 shows the beam pattern and the BS sector that corresponds to the 5 th BF direction of the BSs with M = 8, as well as the BS providing the smallest path loss within this BS sector.
B. Spatial Locations and Propagation Models
The BS locations are assumed to be a realization of a stationary point process Φ = i xi with intensity λ, where x denotes the Dirac measure at x. The user locations are modeled as a realization of a homogeneous PPP with intensity λ u , which is denoted by Φ u = i ui . In this paper, a fixed network scenario is investigated where the BS locations are fixed, and the users are either fixed or move with very slow speed such as a pedestrian speed. As a result, the BS and user locations appear to be fixed across different initial access cycles. This is fundamentally different from the high mobility scenario investigated in [13] and [24] , which assumes the BS and user PPPs are independently re-shuffled across every initial access cycles.
Without loss of generality, we can analyze the performance of a typical user u 0 located at the origin. This is guaranteed by Slivnyak's theorem, which states that the property observed by the typical point of a PPP Φ is the same as that observed by the point at origin in the process Φ ∪{o} [33] , [34] . For the rest of the paper, if we denote by R 0 the distance from the typical user to its closest BS on Φ, then R 0 1 2 √ λ corresponds to the cell center user, while R 0 1 2 √ λ corresponds to the cell edge user, where 1 2 √ λ represents the mean distance from the typical user to its nearest BS on the PPP Φ.
A dual-slope, non-decreasing path loss function [35] is adopted, where the path loss for a link with distance r is given by:
The dual slope path loss model captures the dependency of the path loss exponent on the link distance for various network scenarios, such as ultra-dense [35] and mmWave networks [36] . For mmWave networks, (3) is referred to as the LOS ball blockage model [36] , whose accuracy has been validated in [36, Fig. 10 ]. In addition, α L and α N represent the LOS and NLOS path loss exponents, and C L and C N represent the path loss at a close-in reference distance (e.g., 1 meter). We focus on the scenario where α N ≥ max(α L , 2). If α L = α N = α and C L = C N = C, the dual slope path loss model reverts to the standard single-slope path loss model. Due to the adopted antenna pattern for BSs, the directivity gain between BS and user is M when the BS beam is aligned with the user, and 0 otherwise. Specifically, a BS beam is aligned with the user if the user is covered by the mainlobe of the BS, which happens for a 1 M fraction of time during the cell search process. The fading effect for every BS-user link is modeled by an i.i.d. random variable, whose complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) is a decreasing function G(·) with support [0, ∞). In addition, we assume the IA cycle length is such that the fading random variables for a given link are also i.i.d. across different cycles.
C. Performance Metrics
The main performance metrics investigated in this work are the number of IA cycles, and the corresponding cell search delay for the typical user to discover its neighboring BSs and determine a potential serving BS since it initiates the cell search. Without loss of generality, the IA cycle 1 in Fig. 1 represents the first IA cycle that the typical user initiates cell search. Denote by e M [n] the success indicator for cell search of the n-th IA cycle, 2 then e M [i] and e M [j] are correlated for i = j due to common randomness in the static BS locations. The number of IA cycles for the typical user to succeed in cell search is therefore:
Since analog beamforming is adopted at each BS, the cell search delay is defined as follows:
wherein (L cs (M, λ) − 1)T corresponds to the delay of IA cycles that the typical user fails cell search, and 2 The cell search success probability of a typical IA cycle is derived in [13, Theorem 1] for a Poisson network.
M τ corresponds to the delay of BS beam-sweeping within the cycle that typical user succeeds in cell search.
Finally, Table I summarizes the notation, the definitions and the system parameters that will be used in the rest of this paper. 3 
III. ANALYSIS FOR MEAN CELL SEARCH DELAY
In this section, the mean cell search delay performance for the typical user is investigated, which corresponds to the cell search delay under the Palm expectation with respect to the user PPP Φ u (i.e., E 0 Φu [D cs (M, λ)]). In fact, for any translation invariant and ergodic spatial point process, the Palm expectation can be defined from the ergodic interpretation. This means that for any user u ∈ Φ u with cell search delay D cs (u, M, λ), the following relation is true:
That is, the mean cell search delay of the typical user can also be understood as the spatial average of the individual cell search delays among all the users. For notational simplicity, we will use E in the rest of this paper to denote the Palm expectation under the user PPP Φ u .
A. Mean Cell Search Delay in Poisson Networks With Rayleigh Fading
In this section, we first investigate the cell search delay under a general BS location model (not necessarily PPP) and fading distribution. According to Section II, the BS and user locations are fixed, and the fading variables for every link are i.i.d. across IA cycles. Therefore, given the BS process Φ, the cell search success indicators for different IA cycles {e M [n]} form an i.i.d. Bernoulli sequence of random variables. The cell search success probability is denoted by
Since each BS sector can be independently detected given Φ, and cell search is successful if at least one BS sector is detected, the cell search success probability conditionally on Φ for every IA cycle is therefore:
whereê M (i) denotes the indicator that the BS providing the smallest path loss inside BS sector i is detected. Specifically, if we denote by
0 the BS providing the smallest path loss to the typical user in Φ ∩ S M (i), and by {F i j } the fading random variables from BSs in S M (i) to the typical user, we have:
where the expectation in (8) is taken with respect to the i.i.d. fading random variables {F i j }. In the following theorem, we derive the mean number of IA cycles for the typical user to succeed in the cell search under the Palm expectation of the user process.
Theorem 1: The mean number of IA cycles needed for the typical user to succeed in cell search is given by:
Proof: The first part can be proved by the fact that given Φ, L cs (M, λ) has a geometric distribution with success probability π M (Φ); while the second part follows by taking the expectation of (9) with respect to Φ.
Remark 1: Since E [ê M (i)|Φ] > 0 according to (8) , the conditional mean cell search delay E[L cs (M, λ)|Φ] will be finite almost surely. However, the overall spatial averaged mean cell search delay with respect to (w.r.t.) the BS PPP Φ (i.e. E[L cs (M, λ)]) could be infinite under certain network settings. This will be detailed in the next subsection.
A lower bound and an upper bound to E[L cs (M, λ)] can be immediately obtained from (10) , which are provided in the following remarks.
Remark 2: By applying Jensen's inequality to the positive random variable X and the function f (x) = 1
x , we get that
where the right hand side in (11) represents the number of IA cycles to succeed in cell search when the BS PPP is independently re-shuffled across different IA cycles from the typical user's perspective, which coincides with the high mobility scenario considered in [13] and [24] . Remark 3: If we denote by x 0 the BS providing the smallest path loss to the typical user, and i * the index for the BS sector that contains x 0 , then
Based on Theorem 1, we can prove the following relation between the BS beam number M and the mean cell search delay.
Lemma 1: Given a realization of BS locations Φ, the mean number of IA cycles to succeed in cell search is such that
Denote by x i 0 the BS providing the smallest path loss to the typical user inside Φ∩S M1 (i), and assume
Thus the cell search success probability for the typical IA cycle satisfies:
Finally the proof is concluded by applying Theorem 1. Lemma 1 shows that, for all BS location models and fading distributions, the conditional number of IA cycles for cell search to succeed decreases when the number of BS beams is multiplied by an integer m > 1, or equivalently when the BS beamwidth is divided by m. This result also implies that
Remark 4: In fact, the constraint for M 2 to be an integer multiple of M 1 in Lemma 1 cannot be further extended.
For the rest of this section, we investigate the mean cell search delay under the specific network scenario where the BS locations are assumed to form a homogeneous PPP with intensity λ, and the fading random variables are exponentially distributed with unit mean (i.e., G(x) = exp(−x)). Due to its high analytical tractability, this network setting has been widely adopted to obtain the fundamental design insights for conventional macro cellular networks [17] , ultra-dense cellular networks [35] , and even mmWave cellular networks 4 [36] , [37] .
Due to the PPP assumption for BSs, and the fact that different BS sectors are non-overlapping, every BS sector can therefore be detected independently with the same probability. Since the path loss function l (r) is non-decreasing, the BS that provides the minimum path loss to the typical user inside
, and the CCDF for the norm of x i 0 can be derived as follows:
where the last equality follows from the void probability for PPPs, i.e., P(Φ(A) = 0) = exp(−Λ(A)) for any PPP Φ with intensity measure Λ and A ∈ R 2 . Therefore, the probability distribution function (PDF) for x i 0 is given by:
By applying Φ ∼ PPP(λ) and G(x) = exp(−x) into (8), the conditional detection probability for the i-th BS sector is given by:
where step (a) is obtained by taking the expectation w.r.t. the fading random variables. 4 The SINR and rate trends for mmWave networks under Rayleigh fading and PPP configured BSs have been shown to be close to more realistic fading assumptions, such as the Nakagami fading or log-normal shadowing [11] .
Theorem 2: If Φ ∼ PPP(λ), and the fading variables are exponentially distributed with unit mean, the mean number of cycles for cell search to succeed is:
where
Proof: By substituting (17) into Theorem 1, we obtain:
where step (a) is derived from the fact that 1 1−x = ∞ j=0 x j for 0 ≤ x < 1, step (b) follows from the monotone convergence theorem, and step (c) is because the events for BS sectors to be detected are i.i.d. for PPP distributed BSs. Furthermore, we can compute A j = E[(1 − F M (1, Φ)) j ] as follows:
where F M (1, Φ) refers to the detection probability for the first BS sector conditional on Φ, E
in (a) denotes the expectation under the Palm distribution at BS x 1 0 ; and step (b) is derived from Slivnyak's theorem. Finally the proof can be concluded by applying the probability generating functional (PGFL) of PPPs [33] to (21) .
Remark 5: (18) representing the probability that the BS sectors are not detected within j IA cycles, i.e., P(L cs (M, λ) > j).
Theorem 2 provides a series representation of the expected number of IA cycles to succeed cell search. However, it is unclear from Theorem 2 whether E[L cs (M, λ)] is finite or not. In the following, we will investigate two representative network scenarios, namely the noise limited scenario and the interference limited scenario. By simplifying (18) 1) Noise Limited Scenario: In the noise limited scenario, we assume the noise power dominates the interference power (or interference power is perfectly canceled), such that only noise power needs to be taken into account. Compared to conventional micro-wave cellular networks that operate in sub-6 GHz bands, mmWave networks have much higher noise power due to the wider bandwidth, and the interference power is much smaller due to the high isotropic path loss in mmWave. As a result, [36] , [38] , [39] have shown that mmWave cellular network is typically noise-limited for most parameter configurations, such as 73 GHz carrier frequency with 1 GHz bandwidth and BS density up to 200 BSs/km 2 , or 28 GHz carrier frequency with 200 MHz bandwidth and BS density up to 120 BSs/km 2 . In this part, we assume a mmWave network with a reasonable BS density range that corresponds to its carrier frequency and system bandwidth, such that the noiselimited assumption holds true.
Since the interference power is zero under the noise limited scenario, Theorem 2 becomes:
Through the change of variable (v = λr 2 ), (22) becomes
which shows that E[L cs (M, λ)] is non-increasing as the BS intensity λ increases, i.e., network densification helps in reducing the number of IA cycles to succeed in cell search.
In the next two lemmas, we prove that the finiteness of E[L cs (M, λ)] depends on the NLOS path loss exponent α N , and that a phase transition for E[L cs (M, λ)] happens when α N = 2. Proof: Given the number of BS beams M and for any arbitrarily large positive value v 0 with v 0 > R c , we can rewrite (22) to obtain the following lower bound on E[L cs (M )]:
where l (r 1 ) = C N r αN
Step (b) follows from the fact that for any 0 ≤ x ≤ 1 and M ∈ N + , we have:
xM . Note that since α N > 2, (24) goes to infinity when v 0 goes to infinity, which completes the proof.
According to Lemma 3, the expected cell search delay is infinite whenever α N > 2, which cannot be alleviated by BS densification (i.e., by increasing λ), or using a higher number of BS beams (i.e., by increasing M ). The reason can be explained from (24) , which shows that due to the PPP-configured BS deployment, the typical user could be located at the "cell edge" with its closest BS inside every BS sector farther than some arbitrarily large distance v. There is a exp(−λπv 2 ) fraction of such cell edge users, and the corresponding number of IA cycles required for them to succeed in cell search is at least exp(Cv αN ) for some C > 0. Therefore, the expected cell search delay averaged over all users will be infinite when α N > 2. From a system level perspective, this indicates that, for noise limited networks with α N > 2, there will be a significant fraction of cell edge users requiring a very large number of IA cycle to succeed cell search, so that the spatial averaged cell search delay perceived by all users will be determined largely by these cell edge users, and thus an infinite mean cell search delay is observed. 
Proof:
If
. In addition, we can simplify the upper bound to E[L cs (M, λ)] from Remark 3 under the noise limited scenario, which is given as follows:
where (a) is obtained by applying the noise limited assumption to (17) , and noting that the BS providing the smallest path loss among all the BSs is the closest BS of Φ to the origin. Since α N = 2, it can be observed from (25) . We can observe from the proof of Lemma 4 that for any arbitrarily large distance r 0 , there is a fraction exp(−λπr 2 0 ) of cell edge users whose nearest BSs are farther than r 0 , and the number of IA cycles for these edge users to succeed cell search scales as exp( , the cell search delay averaged over all the users becomes infinite due to cell edge users. By contrast, with network densification, the fraction of cell edge users with poor signal power is reduced, and the average cell search delay can be reduced to a finite mean value whenever λM > ΓcsCN W P π . A similar behavior happens when BSs are using more beams to increase SNR for cell edge users.
To summarize, for the noise limited scenario such as a mmWave network, the mean cell search delay is infinite whenever the NLOS path loss exponent α N > 2, which is typically the case. However, for the special case with NLOS path loss exponent α N = 2, the mean cell search delay could switch from infinity to a finite value through careful network design, such as BS densification or adopting more BS beams.
2) Interference Limited Scenario: In the interference limited scenario, the noise power is dominated by the interference power, so that we can assume W = 0. For example, a massive MIMO network that operates in the sub-6 GHz bands is typically interference limited [6] . In this part, we investigate the cell search delay in an interference-limited network with a standard single slope path loss function l (r) = Cr α , which is suitable for networks with sparsely deployed BSs as opposed to ultra-dense networks [35] .
First, we prove that Theorem 2 can be simplified under the interference limited scenario.
Lemma 2: Under the interference limited scenario, the expected number of initial access cycles required to succeed in cell search is given by:
Proof: By substituting W = 0 and l (r) = Cr α into (19), A j defined in (19) can be further simplified as follows:
which completes the proof. Remark 7: We can observe from Lemma 2 that under the interference limited scenario, E[L cs (M )] does not depend on the BS intensity λ. This is because the increase and decrease of the signal power can be perfectly counter-effected by the corresponding increase and decrease of the interference power [17] . Another immediate observation from Lemma 2 is that A j is independent of the number of BS beams M for ∀j. Since A j ≤ 1 according to its definition in Theorem 2, E[L cs (M )] is therefore monotonically non-increasing with respect to M , which is a stronger observation than Lemma 1.
Remark 8: If the path loss exponent α = 2, it can be proved from Lemma 2 that E[L cs (M )] = ∞ for ∀M . This is mainly because the interference power will dominate the signal power when α = 2, so that the coverage probability is 0 for any SINR threshold Γ cs .
If α > 2, we can prove that there may exist a phase transition for E[L cs (M )] in terms of the BS beam number M . In order to show that, we first apply Remark 3 and obtain a sufficient condition to guarantee the finiteness for E[L cs (M )].
Lemma 3: Under the interference limited scenario with path loss exponent α > 2, the expected number of IA cycles to succeed cell search is such that E[L cs (M )] < ∞ if the number of BS beams is such that M > 2Γcs α−2 , where Γ cs denotes the detection threshold for a BS. In particular, when M = 1, i.e., the BS is omni-directional, E[L cs (1) ] is finite if and only if α > 2Γ cs + 2.
Proof: Denote by x 0 the closest BS to the origin among Φ, and S M (i * ) the BS sector containing x 0 . We can obtain an upper bound to E[L cs (M )] by substituting (17) and W = 0 into Remark 3 as follows:
where (a) is obtained by noting that x 0 is the closest BS to the origin, (b) follows from the PGFL for the PPP, 5 and (c) is derived through the change of variables v = λπr 2 0 . It can be observed that (27) is finite whenever M > 2Γcs α−2 , which is a sufficient condition for the finiteness of E[L cs (M )].
In particular, the equality holds in the first step of (27) when M = 1. As a result, E[L cs (1) ] is finite if and only if α > 2Γ cs + 2.
According to Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, the number of IA cycles to succeed in cell search (i.e., E[L cs (M )]) may have a phase transition in terms of the number of BS beams M , depending on the relation between the path loss exponent α and the detection threshold Γ cs . This is detailed in the following theorem.
Theorem 5: The number of IA cycles to succeed in cell search for the interference limited networks satisfy the following: The path loss exponent α depends on the propagation environment, and α = 2 corresponds to a free space LOS scenario; while α increases as the environment becomes relatively more lossy and scatter-rich, such as urban and suburban areas. In addition, the SINR detection threshold Γ cs depends on the receiver decoding capability, which is typically within −10 dB and 0 dB [12] . Theorem 5 shows that in a lossy 5 Note that [40, Theorem 4.9] does not directly apply to the PGFL calculation here since f (x) = 1 + Γcsl (r 0 )/l (x) is larger than 1. However, we can use dominated convergence theorem to prove that for PPP Φ with intensity measure Λ(·), the PGFL result still holds if function f (x) satisfies f (x) ≥ 1 and
environment with α > 2 + 2Γ cs , the typical user can detect a nearby BS in a finite number of IA cycles on average. This is mainly because the relative strength of the useful signal with respect to the interfering signals is strong enough. However, when α ≤ 2 + 2Γ cs , E[L cs (M )] could be infinite due to the significant fraction of cell edge users that have poor SIR coverage and therefore require a very high number of IA cycles to succeed in cell search. Specifically, when M is very small (e.g., M = 1), the edge user is subject to many strong nearby interferers inside every BS sector, so that the corresponding cell search delay averaged over all users becomes infinity. However, as M increases, the BS beam sweeping will create enough angular separation so that the nearby BSs to the edge user could locate in different BS sectors. As a result, L cs (M ) is significantly decreased for cell edge users as M increases, and therefore the phase transition for E[L cs (M )] happens.
In summary, for an interference-limited network, we can always ensure the network to be in a desirable condition with finite mean cell search delay by tuning the number of BS beams M .
B. Cell Search Delay Distribution in Poisson Networks With Rayleigh Fading
The previous part is mainly focused on the mean number of IA cycles to succeed in cell search E[L cs (M, λ)], or equivalently the mean cell search delay. However, as shown in Theorem 3, Theorem 4 and Theorem 5, E[L cs (M, λ)] could be infinite under various settings, and there are large variations of the performance between cell edge user and cell center user. Therefore, it is also important to analyze the cell search delay distribution for system design.
Since the cell search delay D cs (M, λ) depends on the spatial point process model for BSs and the fading random variables at each IA cycle, its distribution is intractable in general. In this section, we evaluate the distribution of the conditional mean cell search delay given the distance from the typical user to its closest BS R 0 , which is a random variable with PDF f R0 (r 0 ) = 2πλr 0 exp(−λπr 2 0 ). Specifically, we first derive the expected number of IA cycles to succeed in cell search given R 0 , i.e., E[L cs (M, λ)|R 0 ], which is a function of random variable R 0 with mean E[L cs (M, λ)]. For notation simplicity, we denote by L cs (R 0 , M, λ) E[L cs (M, λ)|R 0 ] for the rest of the paper. According to (5), we will evaluate the distribution of the following conditional mean cell search delay:
The main reason to investigate the cell search delay conditionally on R 0 is because R 0 captures the location and therefore the signal quality of the typical user.
In order to derive L cs (R 0 , M, λ) in (28), we will first derive E[L cs (M, λ)|R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R M ], where R i denotes the distance from the typical user to its closest BS in the i-th BS sector (i.e., R i = x i 0 ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ M . Lemma 4: Given the distances from the typical user to its nearest BSs inside every BS sector R 1 , . . . , R M , the mean number of IA cycles for cell search is: (29) where f j (R i ) denotes the probability that x i 0 is detected in the first j IA cycles, which is:
, which is due to the tower property for conditional expectations. The rest of the proof follows steps similar to those of Theorem 2, and therefore we omit the details.
Next we prove the following corollary to derive
Corollary 1: For all i.i.d. non-negative random variables R 1 , R 2 ,…,R M with CCDF G(r), and all functions F : [0, ∞) M → [0, ∞) which are symmetric, the following relation holds true:
Proof: Denote by R 0 = min(R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R M ), then we can obtain (30) as follows:
, the proof is completed by noting F is symmetric.
By taking F (R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R M ) = E[L cs (M, λ)|R 1 , R 2 , . . . , R M ] in Corollary 1, E[L cs (M, λ)|R 0 ] can be directly obtained as follows.
Lemma 5: Given the distance from the typical user to the nearest BS R 0 , the mean number of IA cycles to succeed cell search is:
where the function f j (r, M, λ) is defined in Lemma 4. Lemma 5 provides a method to evaluate the cell search delay distribution under a general setting. For noise limited networks and interference limited networks, we can obtain the following simplified results.
Corollary 2: For noise limited networks, L cs (R 0 , M, λ) is given by (31) , as shown at the bottom of this page. Corollary 2 can be easily proved from Lemma 5 and the fact that interference power is 0.
Corollary 3: For the interference limited network and the standard single-slope path loss model with path loss exponent α > 2, L cs (R 0 , M, λ) is given by:
where H(k, α, Γ cs ) = ∞ 1 (1 − 1 (1+Γ/r α ) k )rdr. Proof: Since W = 0 and l (r) = Cr α , f j (R i , M, λ) in Lemma 5 can be simplified as:
Therefore, we can further obtain that:
The proof can be completed by substituting (33) and (34) into Lemma 5.
IV. NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS
In this section, the distribution of the conditional mean cell search delay (28) is numerically evaluated for both the noise limited scenario and the interference limited scenario. Specifically, for the noise limited scenario, we consider a cellular network operating in the mmWave band with carrier frequency f c = 73 GHz, bandwidth B = 2 GHz, and BS intensity λ = 100 BS/km 2 . The path loss exponents for LOS and NLOS links are 2.1 and 3.3 respectively, and the critical distance is R c = 50m. In addition, the OFDM symbol period is τ = 14.3 μs, and the IA cycle length is chosen as T = 20 ms [13] , [19] . As for the interference limited scenario, we consider a cellular network with carrier frequency f c = 2 GHz, BS intensity λ = 100 BS/km 2 , and a standard single slope path loss model with path loss exponent α = 2.5. The OFDM symbol period is τ = 71.4 μs, and the IA cycle length is T = 100 ms.
A. Conditional Expected Number of Cycles to Succeed in Cell Search
In order to evaluate the distribution of the conditional mean cell search delay, we first illustrate Lemma 5. Specifically, we have simulated the cellular network with the directional cell search protocol proposed in Section II-A, given the distance from the user to its nearest BS R 0 . As shown in Lemma 3 and Remark 5, the cell edge users will require a large number of cycles to succeed in cell search. Therefore, we have set an upper bound for the number of cycles that a user can try cell search, which is equal to 1500 cycles for the noise limited scenario and 100 cycles for the interference limited scenario. Specifically, the infinite summation in Lemma 3 is computed up to the 1500-th (100-th) term, and the simulation will treat a user as in outage if it cannot be connected within 1500 (100) cycles. Fig. 3 shows a close match between the analytical results and simulation results for both the noise and interference limited scenarios, which is in line with Lemma 5. We can also observe from Fig. 3 that the conditional expected number of cycles to succeed in cell search, E[L cs (M, λ)|R 0 ], is monotonically decreasing as the distance to the nearest BS R 0 decreases for a given number of BS beams M . This is because as R 0 increases, the detection probability for each BS sector should be non-increasing since the BS locations in general become farther away from the typical user. In addition, for the values of the number of BS beams M in Fig. 3 , E[L cs (M, λ)|R 0 ] is also found to decrease as M increases, which is mainly because of the increased antenna gain for the noise-limited networks, and more angular separation from nearby BSs to the typical user for the interference-limited networks.
B. Cell Search Delay Distribution in Noise Limited Networks
The cell search delay distribution for noise limited networks is numerically evaluated in this part. Fig. 4 plots the CCDF of the conditional mean cell search delay D cs (R 0 , M, λ), which is obtained by generating 10 6 realizations of R 0 and computing the corresponding D cs (R 0 , M, λ) through Corollary 2. We can observe from Fig. 4 that under the log-log scale, the tail distribution function of D cs (R 0 , M, λ), i.e., P(D cs (R 0 , M, λ) ≥ t), decreases almost linearly with respect to t. This indicates that the cell search delay is actually heavy-tailed and of the Pareto type. It can also be observed from Fig. 4 that the tail distribution function satisfies lim t→∞ − log P(Dcs(R0,M,λ)≥t) log t < 1 for M = 4,8,18,36. Therefore, the expected cell search delay is always infinite, which is in line with Lemma 3. Fig. 4 also shows that as the number of BS beams M increases, the tail of D cs (R 0 , M, λ) becomes lighter and thus the cell search delay for edge users is significantly reduced. For example, the cell search delay for the 10 th percentile user is almost 10 times smaller when M increases from 18 to 36. In fact, increasing M will increase the SNR of cell edge users, such that the number of IA cycles required for the edge users to succeed in cell search (i.e., L cs (R 0 , M, λ)) can be shortened. Since D cs (R 0 , M, λ) T (L cs (R 0 , M, λ) − 1) + M τ, and the IA cycle length T is much larger than the OFDM symbol period τ , the tail distribution of D cs (R 0 , M, λ) therefore becomes lighter as M increases despite having a higher beamsweeping overhead within every IA cycle. Fig. 4 shows that due to the heavy-tailed nature for the cell search delay distribution, there exists an extremely large variation of the cell search delay performance from cell center users to cell edge users. In particular, the constant part for the CCDF of D cs (R 0 , M, λ) in Fig. 4 happens when the closest BS to the typical user switches from being a LOS BS (i.e., R 0 < R C ) to a NLOS BS (i.e., R 0 ≥ R c ). Fig. 5 plots the cell search delay for the 95 th percentile users, as the number of BS beams M increases. Since the 95 th percentile users are located at the cell center, they are typically LOS to their serving BSs with sufficiently high isotropic SNR, and thus they can succeed cell search in the first cycle that they initiates IA. Therefore, Fig. 5 shows that as M increases, the cell search delay for the 95 th percentile users increases almost linearly due to the increase of the beamsweeping overhead.
The cell search delay performance for the 50 th percentile users, or the median users, is plotted in Fig. 6 . We can observe that, in contrast to the mean cell search delay which is infinite, the median delay is less than 1 ms for various BS beam number M . When M is small, median users do not have high enough SNR and thus they will need more than 1 IA cycles to succeed in cell search. As M increases, the cell search delay for median users first decreases due to the improved SNR and cell search success probability, until the median users could succeed cell search in the first cycle that they initiate IA. Then the cell search delay will increase as M is further increased, which is because the beam sweeping overhead becomes dominant. The optimal BS beam number M is 12 (or 30°beamwidth) in Fig. 6 , which corresponds to a cell search delay of 0.31 ms.
C. Cell Search Delay Distribution in Interference Limited Networks
Similar to the noise limited scenario, we have evaluated the CCDF of cell search delay for the interference limited scenario in Fig. 7 by generating 10 6 realizations of R 0 and computing the corresponding D cs (R 0 , M, λ) through Corollary 3. Fig. 7 shows that the tail distribution function of D cs (R 0 , M, λ) decreases almost linearly under the log-log scale, which means the distribution of D cs (R 0 , M, λ) is also heavy-tailed under the interference limited scenario. However, in contrast to the noise limited scenario where the overall mean cell search delay is always infinite, the phase transition for the mean cell search delay of the interference limited scenario can be observed from Fig. 7 . Specifically, when the cell search is performed omni-directionally (i.e., M = 1), Fig. 7 shows that the decay rate of the tail satisfies lim t→∞ − log P(Dcs(R0,M,λ)≥t) log t < 1, which indicates an infinite mean cell search delay. Fig. 7 shows that as M increases to 4, 8, 12, lim t→∞ − log P(Dcs(R0,M,λ)≥t) log t > 1, which leads to a finite mean cell search delay. This observation is consistent with Theorem 5, which shows that for the considered interference limited scenario with path loss exponent α = 2.5 and SINR detection threshold Γ cs = −4 dB, the mean cell search delay is infinite when M = 1, and finite as long as M > 1.59.
It can also be observed from Fig. 7 that BS beam-sweeping can significantly reduce the cell search delay for both the median users and edge users in the interference limited networks. For example, when the number of BS beams M is 1, 4, 8, and 12, the corresponding cell search delay for the 50 th percentile user is 200 ms, 8.98 ms, 1.18 ms, and 0.9123 ms respectively, while the corresponding cell search delay for the 10 th percentile user is 3720 ms, 53.84 ms, 5.14 ms and 1.35 ms respectively. The main reason for such a performance gain in the interference-limited network is that as M increases, beamsweeping creates more angular separations from the nearby BSs to the user, so that the number of IA cycles to succeed in cell search can be effectively reduced, especially for edge users.
D. Validation of BF Model and Definition of BS Sector Detection
In this part, the accuracy of the BF model and the definition of BS sector detection in Section II-A are validated. First, we compare the ideal BF model with zero side gain in Section II-A, with a more realistic beamforming model that incorporate the effects of side lobes. Specifically, we consider a beam pattern where the beamforming gain G(θ) with beamwidth θ is given by: 
where γ is given by γ = 2π C0(2π−θ) for some constant C 0 . This BF gain model has been adopted in [31] and [13] , whose accuracy has been validated in [31, Fig. 9 ]. Fig. 8 have plotted the conditional expected number of IA cycles to succeed in cell search, wherein the solid lines represent the analytical results under the ideal BF model with zero side lobe gain, while the markers are the simulation results under the BF model in (35) . In the simulations, we have chosen C 0 in (35) to be −12 dB. Fig. 8 shows that the number of IA cycles to succeed in cell search under the BF model (35) will be slightly higher than that with the ideal BF model, which is mainly because the typical user will experience lower SINR under the BF model in (35) . However, the overall trend for the number of IA cycles to succeed in cell search under BF model (35) closely resembles that under the ideal BF model, and thus similar insights regarding the cell search delay such as the finiteness of mean cell search delay will be observed under both BF models.
In Fig. 9 , we compare the definition in Section II-A that a BS sector is detected if BS providing minimum path loss is detected (termed "min PL"), with a more realistic definition that a BS sector is detected if BS providing maximum instantaneous signal strength is detected (termed "max SINR"). As can be observed from Fig. 9 , the min PL definition will slightly overestimate the number of IA cycles to succeed in cell search, but the difference is very minimal, especially for the noise-limited scenario. Therefore, the min PL definition is appropriate in general, which does not change the fundamental trends regarding cell search delay, but the corresponding analysis is significantly simplified compared to the max SINR definition. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 validate the accuracy of the analytical results in Section III compared to the more realistic assumptions, which demonstrates that they could provide accurate design insights regarding the directional cell search delay.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper has proposed a mathematical framework to analyze directional cell search delay in fixed cellular networks, where the BS and user locations are static. Conditioned on the BS locations, we have first derived the conditional expected cell search delay under the Palm distribution of the user process. By utilizing a Taylor series expansion, we have further derived the exact expression for the overall mean cell search delay in a Poisson cellular network with Rayleigh fading channels. Based on this expression, the expected cell search delay in noise-limited network was proved to be infinite when the NLOS path loss exponent is larger than 2. By contrast, a phase transition for the expected cell search delay in the interference-limited network was identified: the delay is finite when the number of BS beams is greater than a threshold, and infinite otherwise. Finally, by investigating the distribution of the conditional cell search delay given the distance to the nearest BS, the cell search delay for the edge user was shown to be significantly reduced as the number of BS beams increases, which holds true for both the noise and interference limited networks.
The framework developed in this paper provides a tractable approach to handle the spatial and temporal correlations of user's SINR process in cellular networks with fixed BS and user locations. Future work can also model the random access phase and the data transmission phase, and leverage the proposed framework to derive other performance metrics that are highly correlated with the cell search performance, such as the overall initial access delay, the downlink user-perceived throughput [13] , as well as the number of BS beams that achieves good trade-off between user-perceived throughput and intial access delay. For example, similar to the cell search delay, the overall mean initial access delay for the cell edge user (cell center user) is expected to be large (small) mainly due to its weak (strong) signal strength. We can also extend the framework to incorporate user beamforming or power control. In addition, the framework can also be extended to investigate cell search delay under a multi-tier setting, wherein different tiers could either operate in the same frequency band or operate in different frequency bands.
